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The aim of this study was to translate into Brazilian Portuguese three scales for the assessment of men’s body image, namely the Drive for Muscularity Scale (DMS), the Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire (SMAQ), and the Male Body Ideal Distress Scale (MBIDS), and to evaluate the factor structure of each of these translated scales. A sample of 878 men completed translated versions of each of the scales, a previously translated Portuguese version of the Body Appreciation Scale, and demographic measures. Confirmatory factor analysis, using unweighted least square estimation and listwise deletion, was used to determine the scales’ factorial structures. Results showed that the Portuguese DMS and MBIDS had similar factor structures as their parent versions, whereas the SMAQ had a three-factor structure that diverged from its parent scale. Adequate internal reliability coefficients and evidence of construct validity was established for all three scales. These translated scales provide useful tools for quantitative investigations of men’s body image in the Brazilian context and expand the possibility of future cross-cultural research.
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Prior to the mid-1990s, research on men’s body image was primarily focused on recognizing body image disturbance and body dissatisfaction, where these were typically operationalized through discrepancies between current and ideal body size (Fallon & Rozin, 1985; Thompson, 1990). From this perspective, men were described as more satisfied and relatively free from body image concerns, as compared with women (McCreary, 2011). In fact, men showed less dissatisfaction with body fat than women (Latner & Wilson, 2011) and some overweight men even declared being comfortable with their own weight (Luciano, 2001; Micklelde, 1990). More recently, however, researchers have assessed a specific social standard for men’s physical attractiveness, namely their muscularity (McCreary, 2011). Thus, recent work has highlighted the importance of muscularity in understanding men’s corporeal experiences (Thompson & Cafri, 2007) and their behaviors related to muscular ideals (Pope et al., 2005) as well as adiposity (Gray & Ginsberg, 2007; Ridgeway & Tylka, 2005; Stanford & McCabe, 2000; Vartanian, Giant, & Passino, 2001). It should be noted, however, that muscularity and adiposity components are not equally salient, and self-ideal discrepancies on the muscularity dimension have been more consistently shown to be associated with adverse outcomes than the adiposity component in men (McCreary, 2011).

Men’s drive for muscularity refers to their desire to achieve an ideal muscular body, as well the degree of concern that an individual can have about increasing muscle mass (McCreary, 2007; McCready & Sasse, 2000; Morrison, Morrison, & McCann, 2006). To the extent that many cultures idealize lean and mesomorphic aesthetic ideals for men (Swami & Tovee, 2005), the drive for muscularity also reflects a desire to comply with these ideals of male physical attractiveness (McCreary, Sasse, Saucier, & Dorsch, 2004). These are important public health concerns because high levels of drive for muscularity are associated with low self-esteem, greater incidence of depression, greater social physique anxiety, negative affect, abuse of anabolic steroids, and exercise dependence (Cafri, Strauss, & Thompson...
son, 2002; Chittester & Hausenblas, 2009; McCreary, 2011; Oliver- 
vardia, 2001).

In order to more accurately measure men's body image concerns 
and thereby gain a better understanding of areas requiring inter-
vention, it is essential for scholars to develop and use psychomet-
rically sound scales. To date, several distinct scales have been 
created to evaluate drive for muscularity among men, including 
the Male Body Attitudes Scale (MBAS; Tytlka, Bergeron, & Schuartz, 
2005), the Drive for Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire (DMAQ; 
Morrison, Morrison, Hopkins, & Rowan, 2004), the Swansea Mus-
cularity Attitudes Questionnaire (SMAQ; Edwards & Launder, 2000), 
and the Drive for Muscularity Scale (DMS; McCreary & Sasse, 
2000).

Although there has been some criticism of its development and 
factor structure (Morrison, Morrison, & McCann, 2006), the DMS 
is the most frequently used scale to measure drive for muscularity, 
having better indices of reliability and validity than the other 
afore-mentioned scales (Cafri & Thompson, 2004, 2007; Wojto-
wicz & von Ranson, 2006). Among men, the DMS has been shown 
to consist of two factors, called muscularity-oriented body image 
and muscularity-oriented behaviors (McCreary, 2011). However, 
given that both lower-order factors also load on a single higher-
dimension factor (McCreary et al., 2004), researchers have also 
computed overall scores of all items, rather than subscale scores,
which is consistent with the finding that the scale has a one-

Despite its popularity, however, only a few studies have explored 
the psychometric properties of the DMS in North America, 
and these studies have typically relied on university and college 
samples (McCreary & Sasse, 2000; McCreary et al., 2004; Litt & 
Dodge, 2008). Outside North America, the DMS has been translated 
into Spanish and has been validated for men and women (Escoto, 
Alvarez, & Schwartz, 2000; Karazsia, & Crowther, 2009; Swami 
& Voracek, in press), which is consistent with the finding that the scale 
has a one-dimensional factor structure among women. Both subscale 
and total scores have very good internal consistency coefficients 
and patterns of concurrent, convergent, and discriminant validities 
(Escoto, Alvarez, Franco, Camacho, & Mancilla, 2010). The Spanish 
version of the DMS has been suggested to consist of three subscales, namely muscle-oriented body image, use of di-
ery supplements, and training obsessiveness (Ruiz, de Leon, 
Garrido, & Castillo, 2010). Additionally, an alternative two-factor 
structure for physically active people involved in a predominantly 
aerobic sport has been verified among Scottish men (McPherson, 
McCarthy, McCreary, & McMillan, 2010).

In turn, the 20-item SMAQ allows researchers to evaluate the 
desire for greater muscularity, the predisposition to engage in 
muscle-building activities, and the benefits of being muscular in 
terms of physical attractiveness, confidence, and masculinity reaf-
firmation (Edwards & Launder, 2000). The SMAQ has mainly 
been criticized for being repetitive (Hatoum & Belle, 2004; Mor-
rison & Morrison, 2006) and studies have also variously adopted a 
5-point response scale (Morrison & Morrison, 2006) or the 
original 7-point scale (Wojtowicz & von Ranson, 2006). Although 
a three-factor structure has been proposed for the SMAQ (consist-
ing of intention to become more muscular, positive attributes of 
muscularity, and engagement in muscle-building activities; Mor-
rison & Morisson, 2006), the original two-factor structure (con-
sisting of desire to be more muscular and the perceived conse-
quences of being muscular) is more commonly used (Tytlka, 
Bergeron, & Schwartz, 2005; Wojtowicz & von Ranson, 2006).

Even so, there are very few studies assessing the psychometric 
properties of the SMAQ in non-Western cultures. Jung, Forbes, 
and Chan (2010) reported that the two-factor SMAQ had adequate 
internal consistency coefficients among a sample of college men in 
Hong Kong, although they delivered the scale in its original 
English version. Two studies appear to have used Chinese versions 
of the SMAQ (Liao et al., 2010a, 2010b), although the authors 
computed overall scores of all items, rather than subscale scores, 
making intersubject comparisons difficult. As with the DMS, then, 
there is a need for more careful assessments of the psychometric 
properties of the SMAQ outside North America.

Because drive for muscularity is not just about achieving a 
muscular body, but also the expression of how much an individual 
internalizes the mesomorphic bodily ideal (McCreary, 2007; 
McCreary & Sasse, 2000), it is useful to assess how much being 
distant from the muscular ideal body could cause distress in a 
person. That is, although the hegemonic ideal is a mesomorphic 
body, the degree to which each individual will adopt this ideal is 
personal and variable (Ryan & Morrison, 2009). From this per-
spective, what is important is not simply the distance from one's 
ideal, but rather how this perceived distance impacts upon the 
individual in terms of negative behaviors adopted to achieve the 
ideal body, such as the use of anabolic steroid use (Kimmel 
& Mahalik, 2004). To assess this aspect of men's body image, 
Kimmel and Mahalik (2004) developed the 8-item Masculine 
Body Ideal Distress Scale (MBIDS) to assess the distress caused 
among men as a result of having excessive adiposity and lack of 
muscle definition. Although this measure has a one-dimensional 
factor structure, its psychometric properties have previously not 
been examined outside North America.

In the present study, we sought to add to the growing body of 
literature examining men's body image by developing Brazilian 
Portuguese translations of the DMS, SMAQ, and MBIDS. These 
three scales were selected because they allowed us to concurrently 
examine different aspects of drive for muscularity. More specifi-
cally, DMS items are focused on behavioral components and 
attitudes regarding the concern of not being muscular enough and 
the desire to be more muscular. The SMAQ does not have items 
about muscular behaviors, but rather explores different aspects of 
muscular attitudes, such as the negative feelings associated with 
lower levels of muscularity, belief in positive value of muscularity, 
and the predisposition to invest in a muscular body. Finally, the 
MBIDS assesses a distinct aspect of drive for muscularity, focused 
on the emotional impact caused by not achieving the ideal, mus-
cular body. Taken together, these three scales provide researchers 
with a comprehensive view of drive for muscularity, as recom-
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For example, compared to North America and Europe, where women are more likely than men to consider having cosmetic surgery, a recent Brazilian study indicated few sex differences on this measure (Swami et al., 2011), which was argued to reflect the importance placed on male physical appearance in Brazil.

Indeed, male physical appearance seems to be highly valued in Brazil, both as an aesthetic ideal and as a symbol of social status and ascent (Goldenberg, 2002). For example, Sabino (2000) has discussed the importance of masculinity as a symbol of male identity and masculinity, possibly affording Brazilian men a means of emphasizing gendered differences and maintaining patriarchal domination in a context marked by increasing gender equality (cf. Swami & Voracek, in press). Certainly, the hypermesomorphic body appears to be highly idealized by Brazilian men, both in order to establish respect among peers and to attract prospective partners (Iriart, Chaves, & Orleans, 2009). Moreover, the available data shows that about a fifth of gym clients in São Paulo, the richest Brazilian city, regularly use anabolic steroids as a means of attaining a muscular ideal (Silva & Moreau, 2003).

To date, however, Brazilian researchers have not evaluated male body image with appropriate, psychometrically sound scales and, where appearance concerns have been the focus of research, scholars have typically failed to measure core components of men’s body image: muscular appearance, upper body parts, and exercise and eating attitudes (Cafri & Thompson, 2004; Campana & Tavares, 2009). Indeed, the lack of psychometrically sound scales to evaluate drive for muscularity in the Brazilian context appears to have resulted in a heavy focus on qualitative research at the expense of more systematic quantitative studies (Campana & Tavares, 2009).

Method

Participants

The participants of this study consisted of 878 men, recruited from among the Brazilian army (n = 254, 28.9%); university students from private (n = 25, 2.8%) and public universities (n = 63, 7.2%); employees from a multinational industrial firm (n = 66, 7.5%) based in the city of Campinas (São Paulo State); athletes and gym users (n = 62, 7.1%); and nonmilitary candidates for a temporary position in the Brazilian army (n = 408, 46.5%). Data were collected in several cities in the states of São Paulo, Minas Gerais, and Rio de Janeiro. This particular strategy was adopted in order attain a more representative sample of Brazilian men than would be obtained through reliance on university students alone. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 39 years (mean [M] = 20.90, standard deviation [SD] = 4.74) and had a mean self-reported body mass index (BMI) of 23.53 kg/m² (SD = 3.17). The majority of participants described themselves as single (49.2%) or in a romantic relationship (40.3%), 9.9% were married, and 0.6% were divorced. In terms of educational qualifications, 15.4% had completed primary education, 51.7% had completed secondary education, 29.1% had an undergraduate degree, and 3.8% had a further degree or specialist diploma.

Materials

Drive for Muscularity Scale (DMS; McCrea & Sasse, 2000). The 15-item DMS was developed as a measure of the desire to be more muscular. Items were rated on a 6-point Likert-type scale (1 = always, 6 = never) and all items were reverse-coded prior to analyses. McCrea et al. (2004) proposed a two-factor solution, consisting of muscularity-oriented body image (items 1, 7, 9, 13, 14, and 15; a = .88) and muscularity-oriented behavior (items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 12; a = .81). McCrea et al. (2004) also found that item 10, referring to the use of anabolic steroids, failed to load on either factor, although more recently McPherson et al. (2010) indicated that it adequately loaded onto the second factor.

Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire (SMAQ; Edwards & Launder, 2000). The 20-item SMAQ was developed to evaluate men’s muscularity concerns and attitudes. Items were rated on a 7-point scale, Likert-type scale (1 = absolutely agree, 7 = absolutely disagree), which was the originally developed response format. Edwards and Launder (2000) proposed a two-factor solution, which assessed drive for muscularity (10 items) and positive attributes of masculinity (10 items). The authors also found a high internal reliability value for each of these factors (a = .94 and .91, respectively).

Masculine Body Ideal Distress Scale (MBIDS; Kimmel & Mahalick, 2004). The MBIDS was developed to evaluate the level of distress associated with failing to achieve an ideal muscular body. Items were rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale (1 = not distressing at all, 4 = very distressing). Exploratory factor analysis showed that the scale is unifactorial. Cronbach’s alpha test value for MBIDS was .89 (Kimmel & Mahalick, 2004).

Body Appreciation Scale (BAS; Avalos, Tylka, & Wood-Barcalow, 2005; Brazilian Portuguese translation: Swami et al., 2011). The 13-item BAS was designed as a measure of positive body image, where items are rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = never, 5 = always). Although the BAS has a one-dimensional factor structure among Western samples (Avalos et al., 2005; Swami, Stieger, Haubner, & Voracek, 2008), the Brazilian Portuguese version of the scale reduces to two factors measuring general body appreciation (10 items) and body image investment (three items), which mirrors findings in other non-Western settings (Swami & Chamorro-Premuzic, 2008; Swami, Hwang, & Jung, 2012; Swami & Jaafar, in press). For the present purposes, we only used the Portuguese General Body Appreciation subscale, which has been shown to have adequate psychometric properties (Swami et al., 2011). Cronbach’s alpha for this scale in the present study was .87. The BAS was specially included in this study to allow for an evaluation of the MBIDS’ discriminant validity.

Demographics. Participants self-reported their demographic information, namely age, highest educational qualification, height, and weight. The latter two variables were used to calculate participants’ self-reported BMI (kg/m²). In addition, participants completed the Kardias Fit Index Scale (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996), in which participants are asked to self-report their physical activity practices in terms of frequency (1 = never < once a month, 5 = > 6 times per week), intensity (1 = Light aerobic exercise, 5 = High intensity activities), and duration (1 = < 10 minutes per session, 5 = >30 minutes per session).

Scale Translation

Brazilian Portuguese versions of the DMS, SMAQ, and MBIDS were prepared following the guidelines of Beaton, Bombardier, Guillemin, and Ferraz (2002). First, the scales were independently
translated into Brazilian Portuguese by two native Portuguese speakers, and two different translations (T1 and T2) were created. Second, a synthesis version (T13) was drawn up by the two translators and a neutral judge. Third, from the synthesis, two back-translations (BT1 and BT2) were created by two translators (English-speaking natives with Brazilian Portuguese proficiency) who had no knowledge of the original instruments or aspects of body image. Fourth, all the versions (T1, T2, T13, BT1, BT2) were forwarded to an expert committee, consisting of the two translators, the two back-translators, the synthesis judge, a psychoanalyst, a methodologist, and a linguist. This committee examined the versions of each questionnaire and discussed the items to ensure a clear pretest version, equivalent to the original in terms of semantics, language, culture, and concept (Herdman, Fox–Rushby, & Badia, 1998).

These pretest translations were then presented to 15 participants (age range 18–39 years) recruited from the University of Campinas. Each participant completed the pretest scales and, following this, took part in an interview to verify item and instruction comprehensibility, lay-out adequacy, and congruence between desired answer and indicated answer (which was especially important for negative items and situations of double negatives). The pretest indicated a need for revisions on three items of the SMAQ (items 2, 11, and 18). The clarity of these items was considered poor, since participants related some difficulty in interpretation and answer provision. The expert committee then met again to discuss those three items. Following further revisions, a new pretest with six volunteers (age range 19–39 years) was conducted, following the same procedures of the first pretest. This second pretest indicated that there were no further problems with the SMAQ, DMS, and MBIDS, and each scale was considered clear, adequate, and understandable. Through this process, final versions of each scale were prepared in Portuguese for use in the present study.

Procedures

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the relevant university ethics committee. The recruitment of participants was nonprobabilistic and the researches visited universities, army quarters, and a multinational industrial organization to orally invite potential participants to voluntarily take part in the study. Researchers informed the participants that the study was focused on men’s health, explaining that their data would help to validate instruments to evaluate aspects of body image among men. The survey, in which the above scales were counterbalanced for each participant, was completed in a quiet location. A consent form explaining the procedures and objectives of the study, and it was read and signed by all participants. Each respondent took approximately 20 minutes to complete the survey. All participants took part on a voluntary basis and were not remunerated for participation.

Scale Models

All three scales included in this study have already had their factorial structure determined with exploratory factor analysis in their initial or posterior validity studies (Edwards & Launder, 2000; Kimmel & Mahalick, 2004; McCreary et al., 2004) and a good deal of research about drive for muscularity has developed in the last decade (McCreary, 2011). Based on these advances, which provides evidence about the psychometric properties of the included scales, associated factors, and predictors of drive for muscularity, we felt that at this point the best approach for the present study would be to test the factorial models as predicted by existing theory using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).

Confirmatory factor analysis enabled us to evaluate how well the observed variables (item of the scales) represent the construct. CFA requires a factorial model, hypothesized a priori based on theory, to assess how well the theoretical specification matches the observed data, confirming or rejecting the preconceived theory (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 2009). It is a robust approach and has also been recommended for cross-cultural research (Watkins, 1989), given the fact that CFA provides a better way of comparing factor structures and test competing models, which is of especial importance in determining cross-cultural differences or similarities.

Regarding the DMS, prior evidence confirmed the pertinence of muscularity concern and the desire of being more muscular to the drive for muscularity attitude component and a behavioral component focused on achieving a more muscular body (Cafri & Thompson, 2004; Litt & Dodge, 2008; McCreary et al., 2004; McPherson et al., 2010; Wojtowicz & von Ranson, 2006). In short, the two factor model of the DMS seems to explain well the drive for muscularity aspects assessed by the scale.

However, this two-factor theoretical model excludes an important attitudinal aspect of drive for muscularity, namely the ambiguity of the investment in muscularity. It exists because of the nonlegitimation of the concern with appearance, sometimes considered a feminine aspect. In this way, criticism of the amount of physical training, of supplementary resources use for muscle gain, and of time spent on appearance care are not unusual among young men (Adams, Turner, & Bucks, 2005; Davis, Karvinen, & McCreary, 2005; Grogan & Richards, 2002; McCreary, 2007; Pope, Phillips, & Olivardia, 2000). The DMS includes items that, conceptually at least, may assess these feelings of ambiguity. Because of this distinct attitudinal aspect and based on the available literature and on item content analysis, we proposed a new theoretical model for the DMS, with three factors: (1) muscularity concern (items 1, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, and 15); (2) muscularity investment (items 2, 3, 4, and 5); and (3) ambiguity of muscularity investment (items 6, 8, 10, and 12). We also investigated the original two-factor solution of the DMS (McCreary et al., 2004) with one difference: we considered item 10 in factor 2, based on the advice of recent transcultural scholars (McPherson et al., 2010).

In the case of the SMAQ, the available literature points to an association between muscularity and masculinity (Adams et al., 2005; Grogan & Richards, 2002; McCreary, Saucier, & Courtenay, 2005; Morrison, Morrison, & Hopkins, 2003). Particularly in Brazil, masculinity is recognized as a social benefit focused on muscularity, as separate from confidence and physical attractiveness (Fontes, 2009; Sabino, 2000). Because of this cultural aspect, we proposed a three-factor model for the Brazilian version of SMAQ. Factor 1, muscularity investment, is concerned with the desire and predisposition to invest in a muscular body. Factor 2, masculinity general benefits, is concerned with varied benefits, such as physical attractiveness, confidence,
and well-being. Finally, Factor 3, muscularity and masculinity, is concerned with the rise in masculinity associated with increased muscularity. Elsewhere (Morrison & Morrison, 2006), a three-factors solution for the SMAQ has been proposed using confirmatory factor analysis. However, because this three-factor solution violates the recommendation of having, at least, three items per factor (Pedhazur, 1997), we decided not carry examine this factor structure. In short, we only examined the original two-factor solution (Edwards & Launder, 2000), as well as our new proposed theoretical model (see Figure 1).

The masculine body ideal is basically centered on the well-defined and muscular body, being the concerns regarding muscularity that are more salient than those regarding to adiposity (McCreary, 2011). Each item of the MBIDS illustrates a component of this masculine body ideal (Bottamini & Ste-Marie, 2006; Calden, Lundy, & Schalafer, 1959; Kimmel & Mahalick, 2004; Lilleaas, 2007; Ridgeway & Tylka, 2005; Tager, Good, & Morrison, 2006) and we found no evidence to support any other model than the original unidimensional model. In view of this, for the MBIDS, we only investigated the pertinence of the theory under original model for Brazilian data.

Statistical Analysis

In order to prepare the data for CFA analysis in the PRELIS2 version of the LISREL system, the listwise deletion criterion was adopted for missing data—resulting in the elimination of cases with missing answers (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1999). After generating the PRELIS file, the SIMPLIS model was used, which is an encoding of the LISREL system. CFA was then conducted, making it possible to evaluate the parameters of the construct of the measuring model. Given the fact that our data were not normally distributed, to estimate the models, the unweighted least square method was used because it is not sensitive to lack of multivariate normality (Garson, 2006). The CFA was computed using LISREL 8.51.

Because the value of the standardized chi-square is inflated with large samples and values less than 5.0 do not characterize the adjustments (Maruyama, 1998), we considered the following fit indices for the adjustment of models: goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI), normed fit index (NFI), non-normed fit index (NNFI), and comparative fit index (CFI). According to the literature (Hair et al., 2009), these indices should be equal to or above .90. Also considered was the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), whose established value of acceptance is below .08. In order to compare models, three parsimony fit indices were considered: Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), parsimony normed fit index (PNFI), and parsimony goodness-of-fit index (PGFI). There are no reference values for those indices, but smaller AIC and greater PNFI and PGFI are preferable (Hair et al., 2009). For models with initial poor adjustment, factorial loadings, items residuals, and LISREL modification indices were considered for further adjustments.

To analyze the measurement model, construct validity (discriminant and convergent) and internal consistency were examined. To establish the latter, Cronbach’s alphas and construct reliability were measured (Hair et al., 2009). Construct reliability is given by the formula: (squared sum of the standardized factor load)/ (squared sum of the standardized factor load + the sum of the measurement error of the indicator). Values greater than or equal to 0.70 are acceptable.

To establish the convergent validity, t-values and the factorial loads of the observable variables were analyzed. Item factorial loads greater than 0.50 were preferable; however,
because of our sample size, values of .30 were deemed acceptable (Hair et al., 2009). In the present case, t-values greater than or equal to 1.96 were considered acceptable (Garver & Mentzer, 1999). To evaluate discriminant validity, Fornell and Lacker (1981) suggest a comparison between the average variance extracted (AVE) for each factor and the shared variance (squared correlations) of each pair of factors. The AVE is given by the formula: \( \text{AVE} = \frac{\sum \text{sum of the squared standardized factor load}}{\sum \text{sum of the squared standardized factor load}/\text{measurement error of the indicator}} \). The AVE should be greater than .50 and greater than the value of all shared variance. For MBIDS, discriminant validity was evaluated by checking the negative association of its score with BAS score, given the fact that a comparison between AVE and shared variance could not be done in a unidimensional scale.

### Table 1

**Comparison Between the DMS Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>( \chi^2/df )</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>PNFI</th>
<th>PGFI</th>
<th>(+) R</th>
<th>(-) R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note. RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; NFI = normed fit index; NNFI = nonnormed fit index; CFI = comparative fit index; AGFI = adjusted goodness-of-fit; \( \chi^2/df = \chi^2/\text{df} \); AIC = Akaike information criterion (model); PNFI = parsimony normed fit index; PGFI = parsimony goodness-of-fit index; (+) higher positive residual; (-) higher negative residual. References values: \( \chi^2/\text{df} \) below 5; RMSEA = below .08; NFI, NNFI, CFI, GFI, and AGFI = above .90.

### Results

#### DMS Factor Structure

First, we tested the two-factor model proposed by McCreary et al. (2004), modified so that item 10 was added to the second factor (McPherson et al., 2010). Initial results showed poor adjustments (\( \chi^2 = 1603.51, p < .001; \) RMSEA = .972, AGFI = .962, NFI = .958, CFI = .964, NNFI = .958, \( \chi^2/\text{df} = 18.01 \)). The composition that showed best adherence (\( \chi^2 = 239.28, p < .001; \) RMSEA = .067, AGFI = .986, NFI = .987, CFI = .992, NNFI = .989, \( \chi^2/\text{gl} = 4.98 \)) was the one where items 7, 9, and 10 were eliminated, because of their high residuals (see Figure 2).
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Second, we tested the new theoretical model with three factors. The first adjustment of this model was likewise poor ($\chi^2 = 1399.38, p < .001$; RMSEA = .131, GFI = .974, AGFI = .965, NFI = .962, CFI = .968, NNFI = .962, $\chi^2/df = 16.08$). On the best composition for this model ($\chi^2 = 283.21, p < .001$; RMSEA = .067, GFI = .992, AGFI = .987, NFI = .987, CFI = .992, NNFI = .990, $\chi^2/df = 4.97$), items 10 and 7 were eliminated because of associated residuals.

The two adjusted models were compared to determine the best models for the Brazilian Portuguese version of the DMS (see Table 1 for model comparisons). The model proposed by McCreary et al. (2004) was chosen for the Brazilian DMS. Both models have near identical RMSEA, CFI, NFI, AGFI, and GFI indices, but the model proposed by McCreary et al. (2004) model has a lower AIC value (299.28; AIC critical model $= 351.21$ and lower values for residuals (higher positive residual = 3.43; higher negative residual = $-3.06$) when compared to the rival theoretical model (higher positive residual = 3.84; higher negative residual = $-3.10$). These parameters indicate that McCreary et al.’s (2004) model has greater parsimony and better explains the observed data.

**Internal Consistency, and Discriminant and Convergent Validity of DMS**

For the chosen model, the factors muscle-oriented body image and muscle-oriented behavior, had good values for internal consistency, with $\alpha = .87$ and construct reliability of 0.80, and $\alpha = .86$ and construct reliability of 0.81, respectively.

The two factors correlated at $r = .65, p < .001$. Factor 1’s AVE was .46 and Factor 2’s AVE was .43. AVEs of the two factors were higher than the shared variance of the factors, .42.

All items’ $t$-values were above 1.96. All factor loadings were adequate, with items 12 ($\lambda = .44$), 14 ($\lambda = .54$), and 15 ($\lambda = .59$) having the lowest loadings. These parameters give evidences of convergent validity (Garver & Mentzer, 1999; Hair et al., 2009). Additionally, correlations between duration, frequency, and intensity of exercise practice, general body appreciation and the DMS factors were investigated (see Table 4). Greater physical exercise frequency, intensity, and duration were significantly correlated with higher scores of the muscle-related body image factor of the DMS ($r = .29$.–.39). We also found positive correlations between intensity, frequency, duration of physical exercise and muscle-related behavior factor ($r = .09$.–.10), although the strength of these correlations were weaker than those for the former factor. The latter DMS factor was also significantly and negatively correlated with general body appreciation ($r = -.31$).

A Mann-Whitney test indicated that there were no significant differences between single and romantically involved men on the masculinity-oriented body image factor scores, $U = 71723, p = .670, r = .015$, or the masculinity-oriented behavior factor, $U = 71723, p = .810, r = .008$.

**SMAQ Factor Structure**

Initially, we tested the model proposed by Edwards and Launder (2000). Initial adjustments were poor ($\chi^2 = 3226.79, p < .001$; RMSEA = .145, GFI = .943, AGFI = .929, NFI = .921, CFI = .928, NNFI = .919, $\chi^2/df = 19.33$). Following the chosen parameter to proceed with modifications on the model, items 3, 9, 14, and 20 were eliminated for their low factorial loadings, and items 7, 12, 15, 16, and 19 for their high residuals. Following these changes, better adjustment of this model was achieved ($\chi^2 = 148.35, p < .001$; RMSEA = .056, GFI = .992, AGFI = .995, NFI = .992, CFI = .997, NNFI = .995, $\chi^2/df = 3.71$), although only 11 items from the original scale remained in this model.

A proposed three-factor theoretical model for the SMAQ also had poor initial adjustments ($\chi^2 = 1520.25, p < .001$; RMSEA = .096, GFI = .972, AGFI = .965, NFI = .961, CFI = .968, NNFI = .964, $\chi^2/df = 9.10$). To achieve better adjustment, first item 19 was eliminated (residuals), followed by items 9 (low factorial loading and residuals), 7 (residuals), 14 (low factorial loading and residuals), and 15 (residual). The new estimation presented adjustment measures above acceptance levels ($\chi^2 = 266.62, p < .001$; RMSEA = .050, GFI = .993, AGFI = .990, NFI = .990, CFI = .996, NNFI = .995, $\chi^2/df = 3.17$).

Despite the lower AIC index of Edwards and Launder’s (2000) model (AIC = 200.35), when compared with the new theoretical model (AIC = 338.82), the latter showed better adjustment on three other parsimony indices (PGFI, PNFI, and $\chi^2/df$), as well as better RMSEA adjustment and lower residuals, showing that the model better explains the observed data. For these reasons, the decision was made to adopt the new theoretical model for the Brazilian SMAQ (see Table 2 for model comparisons and Figures 3 and 4 for the fitted chosen model).

**Internal Consistency and Discriminant and Convergent Validity of the SMAQ**

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients indicate a high level of internal consistency for Factor 1 ($\alpha = .90$), Factor 2 ($\alpha = .83$), but not for Factor 3 ($\alpha = .64$). However, the construct reliability coefficients indicate a satisfactory level of internal reliability for Factor 3.

### Table 2

**Comparison Between the SMAQ Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>$\chi^2/df$</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>PNFI</th>
<th>PGFI</th>
<th>(+) R</th>
<th>(−) R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original model</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>200.35</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>−2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical model</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>338.62</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>−2.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; NFI = normed fit index; NNFI = nonnormed fit index; CFI = comparative fit index; GFI = goodness-of-fit; AGFI = adjusted goodness-of-fit; $\chi^2/df$ = $\chi$-weighted square; AIC = Akaike information criterion (model); PNFI = parsimony normed fit index; PGFI = parsimony goodness-of-fit index; (+) higher positive residual; (−) higher negative residual. References values: Chi–weighted square = below 5; RMSEA = below .08; NFI, NNFI, CFI, GFI, and AGFI = above .90.
The test also confirmed the high levels of internal reliability for Factors 1 (CR = .90) and 2 (CR = .83). All t-values were above 1.96 and all factorial loading were above .50, giving evidence of the convergent validity of the model (Garver & Mentzer, 1999). Discriminant validity was checked through the AVE analysis (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). As we can see in Table 3, results provided evidence of discriminant validity for the three factors, fulfilling all the conditions: all AVEs were above .50 and all AVEs were superior to the shared variance of each pair of factors. As a further investigation of convergent validity, correlations between frequency, intensity and length of physical exercise practice, general body appreciation and SMAQ scores were analyzed (see Table 4). Scores of muscularity investment factor were weakly correlated with physical exercise intensity, frequency, and duration, and general body appreciation (r = .09 to -.17). The masculinity and masculinity factor had no significant associations with the frequency of physical exercise and showed significant but weak correlations with physical exercise intensity, duration, and general body appreciation (r = .09 to -.15). The muscularity general benefit factor had significant correlations with all remaining variables (r = .14 to -.27).

As an aside, we also looked for differences on SMAQ factors as a function of marital status. No score differences were found between single and committed men on the Investment factor, U = 67791, p = .420, r = .029, the masculinity and masculinity factor, U = 71985, p = .910, r = .004, or the masculinity general benefit factor, U = 68999, p = .30, r = .037.

As with the DMS and SMAQ, initial parameters showed the need for further adjustments on the MBIDS (χ² = 336.04, p < .001; RMSEA = .134, GFI = .988, AGFI = .979, NFI = .981, CFI = .984, NNFI = .978, χ²/df = 16.8). The LISREL modification indices, factor loadings, and model residuals were analyzed and better adjustment was achieved after we allowed for error covariance between items 8 and 5, and following the exclusion of items 1 and 6 because of their high residuals (χ² = 27.51, p < .001; RMSEA = .053, GFI = .998, AGFI = .995, NFI = .996, CFI = .999, NNFI = .999, χ²/df = 3.43; see Figure 4 for the fitted model).

Internal Consistency and Discriminant and Convergent Validity of the MBIDS

Cronbach’s alpha for the MBIDS value was .84 and the value of construct reliability was .82. Both tests gave evidence of scale internal consistency. In respect of convergent validity, all factors loadings were above .05 and all t-values had statistical significance, being above of 1.96. Also, following Kimmel and Maleck’s (2004) recommendation to explore the association among their new scale and other muscularity measures, we did so using bivariate correlations. As expected, the correlations among the factors of the three scales were significant. Weak, but significant correlations among MBIDS and physical exercise parameter of practice (frequency, intensity, and duration) were also found (see...
Discriminant validity of the MBIDS was checked by correlations between BAS and MBIDS scores. As expected, the two scales had a significant and negative correlation ($r = -0.16$). Finally, for the MBIDS, a Mann–Whitney test showed no score differences between committed and single men, $U = 72763$, $p = .610$, $r = .018$.

Discussion

The main aim of the present study was to translate into Brazilian Portuguese and establish the factorial structure and psychometric properties of the DMS, SMAQ, and MBIDS. In the first instance, we found that the original two-factor structure of DMS (McCreary et al., 2004) had the best fit for our Brazilian data. Despite the two tested models achieving good fit indices, the original structure was considered the best solution, especially because of its lower residuals and parsimony, which indicate that this model better explains the observed data. In addition, DMS factor scores derived from the two-factor model showed adequate values of internal consistency and satisfactory evidence of convergent and discriminant validity.

It is also worth considering the correlations found among practices of physical exercise and DMS factors. We found that there were significant correlations between muscle-oriented body image and exercise habits, which provide support for the convergent validity of the Brazilian Portuguese DMS. On the other hand, although the correlations between exercise habits and the muscularity-oriented behaviors subscale were weaker, it should be noted that this is consistent with previous work (Chittester & Hausenblas, 2009; Kelley, Neufeld, & Musher–Eizenmam, 2010; Pickett & Cash, 2005). Economic factors (e.g., the need to pay to use a gym), social factors (e.g., leisure time to go to the gym), and emotional factors (e.g., anxiety, appearance concern) are known barriers to the behavioral expression of drive for muscularity. In Brazil, specifically, it is possible that economic factors play an important role in shaping physical activity habits (Matsudo, 2002) and, from this perspective, the weaker associations between DMS muscularity-oriented behavior and exercise habits is to be expected.

We also confirmed the original structure for a second translated scale, the MBIDS. As this scale focuses primarily on the muscular components for an ideal body, a unidimensional solution seems adequate a priori and was also supported in the present study. Indeed, the model of the Brazilian version of the MBIDS had good adjustment, high internal consistency values, and evidence of good convergent and discriminant validity. In terms of the latter, we were able to confirm the prediction that MBIDS would be negatively associated with general body appreciation. It is our recommendation that the Brazilian version of the MBIDS be used concomitantly with other measures, especially those related with appearance investment and drive for muscularity, as the communion of these measures could provide a better understanding of corporeal behaviors associated with muscle development.
The results of this study also suggest that an alternative solution for the SMAQ is more suitable for our data. In fact, both the original and the new models achieved similar fit adjustments. However, the new model had better adjustment in three of the four parsimonious measures of comparison for non-nested models (Hair et al., 2009), a better absolute adjustment, and lower parsimonious measures of comparison for non-nested models.

However, the new model had better adjustment in three of the four parsimonious measures of comparison for non-nested models (Hair et al., 2009), a better absolute adjustment, and lower parsimonious measures of comparison for non-nested models. In short, the fit indices suggested that the new model better explains the observed data and, in addition, also showed satisfactory evidence of internal consistency and convergent and discriminant validity. The proposed model for the SMAQ, with a three-factor solution, distinguishes between investment in muscularity attitudes, benefits of a muscular body, and the association of masculinity and muscularity. The advantage of this model, in relation to the original two-factor solution model (Edwards & Launder, 2000), is the possibility to evaluate, with a specific masculinity oriented-behavior factor, Drive for Muscularity Scale; DMS-OB = investment in muscularity factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; SMAQ-MM = masculinity and muscularity factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; SMAQ-GB = masculinity general benefit factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; BAS = general body appreciation factor from Body Appreciation Scale; PE-I = physical exercise intensity; PE-D = physical exercise duration.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MBID</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DMS-OB</td>
<td>15.74</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DMS-OB</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SMAQ-IM</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SMAQ-MM</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SMAQ-GB</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>40.91</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>−.16**</td>
<td>n/s</td>
<td>−.31**</td>
<td>−.17**</td>
<td>−.15**</td>
<td>−.27**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PE-I</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.08**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PE-F</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>.13**</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td>n/s</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>n/s</td>
<td>.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PE-D</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>.16**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>.63**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. M = mean; SD = standard deviation; MBIDS = Masculine Body Ideal Distress Scale; DMS-OB = muscularity oriented-behavior factor, Drive for Muscularity Scale; DMS-OB = oriented body image factor, Drive for Muscularity Scale; SMAQ-IM = investment in muscularity factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; SMAQ-MM = masculinity and muscularity factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; SMAQ-GB = masculinity general benefit factor, Swansea Muscularity Attitudes Questionnaire; BAS = general body appreciation factor from Body Appreciation scale; PE-I = physical exercise intensity; PE-D = physical exercise duration.

*Correlation significant at .05 level. **Correlation significant at .01 level.

From this perspective, the eliminated items could be considered to that relationship status does not impact attitudes toward masculinity, perhaps because the muscular ideal is so ubiquitous within the Brazilian context (Goldenberg, 2002). Of course, further research about this topic is necessary, and such research could explore the quality and the length of the relationship or sexual activity for a better understanding of the differences and similarities between single and committed men.

We should like to comment on our analytic decision, made for all three scales, to accept the covariance errors between items, as suggested by the LISREL’s modification indices. Common causes for this include item redundancy (caused by similar content or social desirability) and/or an omission of an exogenous factor (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). The acceptance of covariance error should have theoretical support, rather than a purely statistical reason (e.g., to enhance the model adjustment; Silvia & Maccallum, 1988). It is unlikely that social desirability is a factor for error covariance, since we ensured conditions for data collection to reduce this bias (voluntary and anonymous participation). It is also unlikely that an ignored latent variable (factor) was missing in the three scales, since the analyzed models were, in one hand, already proposed and investigated by previously studies and, on the other hand, based on qualitative and quantitative body image and drive for muscularity research. It is, therefore, possible that the existence of error covariance was due to similar content between items (Hatoum & Belle, 2004), which will require further consideration, particularly in terms of the DMS and MBIDS.

Finally, it is also worth considering that all three translated scales lost one or more items: the DMS lost items 7, 9, and 10; the SMAQ lost items 7, 9, 14, 15, and 19; and; the MBIDS lost two items. Again, it is unlikely that a translational issue caused this problem, as we took careful steps to ensure that the scales in the present study were translated reliably. It is more plausible that cultural differences led to this situation: specifically, it is possible that there are some aspects of men’s corporeal experiences that are specific to Brazil and that may impact upon drive for muscularity. From this perspective, the eliminated items could be considered to
be less relevant to the concept of drive for muscularity and body ideals among Brazilian men. Indeed, previous studies have suggested discrepancies between scales developed in the West and translated into Brazilian Portuguese (Campana, Tavares, Silva, & Diogo, 2009; Gouveia, Singelis, & Coelho, 2002; Swami et al., 2011).

A number of further limitations of the present study should be considered. First, we have only validated these scales for a specific group of young Brazilian men. Since drive for muscularity is considered to be an important part of men’s body image (McCreary, 2011), it would be interesting to have drive for muscularity measures for Brazilian adolescents and older adults as well. In a similar vein, the opportunistic method of recruiting participants means that the present results should only be generalized to the wider population with caution. Future studies should also examine the psychometric properties of the Brazilian DSM, SMAQ, and MBIDS among specific samples in which muscularity has a prominent importance, both for its function (e.g., athletes in general) and its appearance (e.g., bodybuilders). Because this paper focused on men, and because drive for muscularity is also present in women, a similar psychometric study for Brazilian women is also needed. In fact, we still need to investigate the extent of relations and associations that drive for muscularity could have with other relevant constructs, such as exercise dependence, anabolic steroid use, social physique anxiety, and physical attraction, in the Brazilian context. Similarly, it would also be useful to examine associations between these scales and wider range of demographic factors; for example, socioeconomic status may be an important neglected factor in the present study, given associations between body image measures and socioeconomic status reported in other developing contexts (e.g., Swami, Kannan, & Furnham, in press).

In conclusion, the present study provides evidence for the psychometric properties of Brazilian Portuguese versions of the DSM, SMAQ, and MBIDS. Consider the relatively poor state of quantitative research on men’s body image in the Brazilian context (Campana & Tavares, 2009), we hope that the availability of these scales will allow for more systematic investigations of men’s drive for muscularity in Brazil. More broadly, the availability of these scales raises the possibility of conducting systematic cross-cultural research that includes a nation known for its “cult of the body.”
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